Dear Students,

Please note that since the course offer for the upcoming semester is still not settled, your course selection on your Before the Mobility Learning Agreement is only tentative and not guaranteed. (You might not be able to register to the listed courses in your BMLA due to low capacity of the course, cancellation of the course, high demand of the course,... Only after the course registration in SIS, your place in the course is guaranteed.)

Therefore, we have prepared a little guide of notes that might appear on your Learning Agreement and some rules that you should be aware of.

1. Course registration happens online, right before the beginning of the semester and lasts about 3 weeks.
2. Erasmus students should take at least 51% of their courses (or earn the same number of credits) at the Faculty of Social Sciences. The remaining courses can be chosen from other Charles University faculties, if permitted by the faculty and the course professor.
3. After the Add/Drop period ends, you can review your LA and update your course selection in the “during mobility/changes to LA” section of your LA. Your home university must sign the changes first, then you can send it to your Coordinator at Charles University.
4. Detailed course information (syllabi, schedule...) will be available on the university's Student Information System about a week before the start of the semester.
5. Students are advised to register to courses in total of 30 ECTS.
6. If there is a note beside one of the classes you have chosen, this is what the letters mean:
   A. Course cancelled or not open in the required semester
   B. Wrong semester
   C. Course taught at another Faculty of Charles University - In order to be accepted in the course, you need to communicate directly with the course professor. Once approved, please contact your Coordinator at the Faculty of Social Sciences to get enrolled
   D. Course has a limited capacity
   G. Course not available to Erasmus students

We wish you a successful semester,
Erasmus Coordinator International Office Faculty of Social Sciences, Charles University